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1. Counter Face with Cinda Blue, Reed Pattern Hot Metal®.
2. Shop Fitout with Silver, Random Pattern Hot Metal®.
3. Lift Foyer with Fire Fly Red and Silver, Reed Pattern Hot Metal®.
4. Feature Column with Gold, Random Pattern Hot Metal®.
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HOT METAL®: THE REVOLUTIONARY METAL
LAMINATE WITH STRIKING 3D EFFECTS

PRODUCT:
Hot Metal®

AVAILABLE FROM:
STEW® Pty Ltd

S

TEW® Pty Ltd is under the
spotlight for producing a high
quality metal laminate called
Hot Metal®. It is the first aluminium
laminate process in Australia to give
a finish with stunning, mobile 3-D
effects and it has opened up a range
of creative opportunities for those

wanting to produce structures with a
an innovative appearance.
Hot Metal® is unique in its look and
was developed to offer the
architectural, design and building
industries a versatile, affordable and
durable metal laminate appropriate
for numerous applications. Using
patented technology, Hot Metal®
produces specialised finishes on
aluminium sheets - created by a
combination of transparent colour
coatings and handcrafted patterns.
The result is a contemporary, striking
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and powerful effect, which brings life
to every application and design.
Hot Metal® has been developed for
internal vertical applications and
decorative horizontal surfaces. Highly
durable, it can be applied to most
surfaces or substrates, cur ved around
columns, folded as in ceiling tiles,
laser embossed and cut with ease. It
is light weight, cost effective, and
responds dramatically to light.
Hot Metal® represents the ultimate
in creative control as it offers
movement, refraction and exciting
illusions when viewed from different
angles. Hot Metal® can be
customised to suit individual needs,
has been fire rated to comply with
strict Australian standards, requires
little maintenance and is a recyclable
and environmentally sound product.

APPLICATIONS:
Hotels, clubs, bars, commercial fitouts, reception
desks, retail fitouts, cafes, restaurants, signage,
feature walls, doors, panels, exhibition stands, visual
merchandise, point of display, decorative ceilings, lift
interiors, set design, artworks, designer kitchens,
splashbacks.

RANGE:
Vista Range

FEATURES:
Sheet size - 2400mm x 1200mm x 0.6mm
An aluminium laminate that can be curved, folded
and cut with ease. Simple installation; low
maintenance; a recyclable and environmentally
sound product. Australian designed and manufactured.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
STEW® Pty Ltd
Hot Metal®
t: 02 9905 1371
f: 02 9907 4580
e: info@hotmetal.biz
w: www.hotmetal.biz

